
ChiliProject - Task # 131: chiliproject.fr

Status: Open Priority: Normal
Author: Derek Montgomery Category: ChiliProject - Organization
Created: 2011-02-03 Assignee: Muntek Singh
Updated: 2011-03-15 Due date:
Remote issue URL:
Description: I've registered the 'chiliproject.fr' domain and would like to provide French speaking people with an official 

French ChiliProject website and demo.
I'd provide translated documentation, interfaces and would keep french forums active with your help.

Comments, ideas, suggestions?

History
2011-02-03 08:45 pm - Muntek Singh
Are you wanting to setup a completely separate website just for the french bits, or wanting to have all the docs of cp.o translated here, in it's own 
section/heading?

2011-02-03 09:15 pm - Derek Montgomery
I had the idea of having a completely separate website that would try to stick as much as possible to the translated content of this one as far as 
documentation, wiki and other information go.

2011-02-03 09:42 pm - Muntek Singh
15:25:15  Khalsa: deurk: I think, it may be better than to setup a completely new/seperate site
15:25:27  Khalsa: we put our heads together and come up with a more generic solution
15:25:36  Khalsa: that we can use for other languages besides and includin french
15:25:55  Khalsa: I have people wanting to translate all docs to german and japanese as well
15:27:13  meineerde: Khalsa: iirc the wiki model theoretically support more than one WikiContent object for a WikiPage. That model could be extended 
for generic multi-language support in the wiki.
15:27:28  Khalsa: meineerde: yeah I was looking at that code just now
15:27:40  Khalsa: to see how hard would it be to extend it
15:27:53  Khalsa: I wonder if this isn't a good place for a core plugin ;)
15:28:25  meineerde: Khalsa: I would try to pluginize the whole wiki module.
15:29:00  Khalsa: dependencies: entirely new fully-fleshed out and featureful internal API :(
15:29:05  Khalsa: which is a ways off
15:29:06  meineerde: Khalsa: it isn't that much code (and most of it is redundant once we have the generic journalizing, phlebas wrote)

2011-03-15 11:48 pm - Muntek Singh
Added #123 as blocker.

Once we get that let's see if we can't convince Holger to do this for us :)
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